
Do you want to join the 
BIKE CAFÉ?

1-2x monthly time to join our events (mainly
afternoons) + regular team meetings
Interest in coffee (+ the preparation) & fun in (cake)
baking
Desire to socialize and work with a great team that
supports each other
Creativity, openness and team spirit

This is what we wish:

great contacts, network & exchange 
free participation in professional barista workshops 
Invitation to implement your own ideas and to
creatively contribute to a social project 
expense allowance via the volunteer fee (tax
allowance, 70€/month) 
lots of delicious cake & coffee :)

This is what we offer:

 

With our bicycle café we are creating a mobile meeting place in Freiburg. Getting to know each other, learning
with and from each other - can't that be wonderfully combined with a hot cup of coffee & delicious pastries?

 
Since summer 2021 we, an international team of women, are on the road in Freiburg. At various events &

workshops we create space for encounter & exchange in the city. People get to know each other, we learn from
each other, fear of contact & prejudices are reduced and a togetherness instead of a coexistence is created,

according to the motto of our association Bike Bridge. 
 

Would you like to volunteer and organize the events around the Bike Café with us?

What's your favorite cake/pastry and how do you prefer to drink coffee or tea?
Tell us something about you and your motivation to volunteer at Bike Café. 
What are your time availabilities? For example, can you only work on certain days or only in the morning or
afternoon?

Do you want to be part of it?? 
Then send us a message and answer the following questions:

 

Thanks for your message till 20.2.23 to: Mail: clara@bikebridge.org  Mobil: 015733985035 

We are looking for motivated
volunteers (from March '23)


